Gravel+ Geometry
A progressive geometry designed to push beyond the limits of
gravel riding, we call it Gravel+. A slack head angle and long reach
paired with super-short and integrated stems for control and
responsiveness on the most demanding terrain: the best
experience on gravel and beyond.

The Sleekest Gravel Machine
The Integrated Cockpit System goes gravel. All-new, Gravel+
stem dimensions deliver the perfect blend of integration,
functionality and performance. The Dfender keeps you rolling in
style, even in the worst conditions.

Tuned Compliance Concept Gravel
Our Tuned Compliance Concept keeps evolving and adapting to
your needs. URS utilizes Micro Travel Technology, the D-Shape
seatpost, and a dedicated carbon layup for optimum compliance,
traction, and control during long rides on varying terrain.

Adventure-Ready
Great gravel performance and functionality thanks to cutting-edge
componentry such as 1x drivetrains, 45mm tire clearance, and
tubeless wheel / tire systems.
Clever design and unrestricted versatlity with fender and rack
compatibility, hub dynamo cable routing, multiple mounting
options, and a custom fender.

Dfender
A lightweight and minimalist fender
designed for the D-shape seatpost.

Premium Carbon

Gravel+ Geometry

UNRESTRICTED performance with a
lightweight, premium carbon frame.

Optimized for a modern,
aggressive gravel riding style.

Tuned Compliance Concept Gravel

Top Tube Mount

The highest level of compliance through a
dedicated carbon layup, D-shape seatpost
and Micro Travel Technology.

Mounting option
for bolt-on top-tube
bags and accessories.

ICS Technology
Integrated Cockpit System with
gravelspecific stem dimensions.

Dropper Compatible

Drivetrain Compatibility

Compatible with 27.2mm
dropper posts.

Compatibility with mechanical,
electronic, and wireless
drivetrains.

Micro Travel Technology
A lightweight and minimalist
suspension system for perfect
power transfer and control on
any terrain.

A Versatile Fork

1x Specific Design

• 45mm tire clearance
• 160mm flat mount:
A clean mounting solution
for bigger rotors
• Hub-dynamo cable routing
• Compatible with Fox 32 SC
AX suspension fork

For a lightweight and
stiff chassis that
provides ample
tire clearance.

Fender and
Rack Mounts

Integrated Protections
Protections on fork dropouts, downtube and chainstays.

Gravel+ Geometry
URS features a slack 70˚ head angle to
create a long front-end and wheelbase
for incredible stability.
From high-speed corners on loose gravel
to twisting singletrack trails, Gravel+
Geometry delivers an unrestricted riding
experience.

SLACK HEAD
ANGLE

LONG
WHEELBASE

Long front-end for optimum stability at speed on
unpredictable terrain dedicated 55 and 70mm ICS
stems offer agile handling performance.

Frame Size

Small

Medium Large

X-Large

Stem Length mm

55

55

70

70

Frame Reach mm

403

415

419

429

LONG
REACH

SHORT
STEM

Tuned Compliance
Concept x Gravel
Micro Travel Technology
10mm of travel to increase
power transfer and traction
on the most challenging
terrain.

D-Shape Seatpost
A lightweight, full-carbon
seatpost with a dedicated
tune to smooth the terrain
and keep you fresh.

URS utilizes the D-Shape seatpost and Micro Travel Technology for an incredibly
plush yet efficient ride on the roughest terrain surfaces.

Bringing Integration to Gravel
Integrated Cockpit System Technology
ICS technology
• Provides stealth cable routing without compromising fit and
adjustability
• Combines form and function for the most integrated cockpit
design available
• New, shorter stem options are optimized for gravel riding and
BMC's unique Gravel+ geometry

Complete
Adjustability

Accessory
Integration

ICS stem is designed for
complete stack and reach
adjustability. A range of
stem lengths and a dedicated
spacer system with interlocking
elements allows easy stack
and reach adjustment without
stem removal and hydraulic
cables disconnection.

The faceplate of the ICS stem
is compatible with all computer
mounts using the GoPro
interface, providing a clean
mounting solutions for most
devices.

Important Features
45mm Tire Clearance

Wide Bars

For the best tire option on any terrain.

For ultimate control and
versatility on fast, loose
gravel as well as on trail.
Ideal for handlebar-mounted
bags.

Dfender

Rack and Fender
Compatible

An integrated fender designed to match
our D-Shape seatpost and provide the
sleekest-looking protection.

Top Tube Mount
A handy top tube mount
lets you carry bolt-on top
tube bags, battery lights
and other accessories.

Internal Cable
Routing for Hub
Dynamos
No limits to choosing
your ideal light setup,
whether for bike packing
adventures or
commuting.

Compatibility with
lightweight racks and
fenders to let you choose
your favorite configuration,
from adventure riding to
commuting.

3 Water Bottle
Mounts
Plenty of options for
hydration and storage.

Dropper Post
Compatible
Internal cable routing for
dropper posts.

Choose Your Ride

URS ONE

URS TWO

URS THREE

URS FOUR

